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DW80F600** 

 
  

 Fast Track Troubleshooting  

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE – “For Technicians Only” 
This service data sheet is intended for use by persons having 

electrical, electronic, and mechanical experience and 

knowledge at a level generally considered acceptable in the 

appliance repair trade. Any attempt to repair a major appliance 

may result in personal injury and property damage. The 

manufacturer or seller cannot be responsible, nor assume any 

liability for injury or damage of any kind arising from the use of 

this data sheet.  

 
Publication # DrDW80F600 Revision date :01/13/14 (RCS) 

 Support Information:  
HELP: 1-888-751-4086 (Tech Sup. – ASC/SSD)  
1-866-894-0637 (Tech Sup. - FE/ME)  
GSPN: http://service.samsungportal.com/EP/web/portal/jsp/EP_Default1.jsp   
PLUS ONE: http://my.plus1solutions.net/clientPortals/samsung   

Which Detergent Ingredients Give Best Dishwasher Performance? 
Detergent with a separate rinse additive in the dispenser gives 
better drying performance.  
For tough baked on soils an Enzyme detergent is better at 
hydration of the food soils. 
For staining such as tomato, coffee and tea, a detergent with 
Chlorine bleach will work on the stains much better than an 
Enzyme based detergent. 
Now that phosphate content in dishwasher detergent has 
plummeted to 0.5 percent from as high as 8.7 percent, conditioned 
(soft) water is even more critical. The reduction of phosphates may 
cause spots and film on dishes that can form when the minerals 
and food bits combine during the wash. It is important to test 
water hardness for wash ability complaints. 

 
Water --Too Soft (“over-sudsing”) can leave deposits on clean dishes. 
Too Hard can cause spotting/staining and poor wash ability 
Dishes -- Too Dirty (garbage disposal), Too Clean (over-sudsing) 
Thoughts? (Drain Suds Lock) 
Detergent -- Chlorine, Enzyme, All-in-one & Tablets (over-sudsing) 
Thoughts? (Suds Lock) 
Rinse Additive -- Liquid in dispenser, All-in-one Thoughts? 
 

Tech Bulletins: 
ASC20130913001-Issued 091013 
(“Support Cup” / Upper Rack Issue) 
ASC20131120001-Issued 112013 
(Improved main board software) 
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Diagnostics  

Service Inspection  Mode (Press “Heavy”+ “Delicate” + “Power”  to enter Service Inspection  Mode) 






